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The Italian annexation of the Papal States in 1870 marked the end of the 
Vatican’s status as a sovereign state, establishing the Pope as a “prisoner in 
the Vatican” and threatening the Vatican’s diplomatic influence. Though Pope 
Pius XI’s pontificate (1922-1939) saw the establishment of a sovereign Holy 
See through the Lateran Pact of 1929, Pope Benedict XV’s pursuit of peace 
during the First World War served to reassert the Vatican’s role as a diplomatic 
authority among Catholic and non-Catholic states. A pursuit of impartiality was 
a cornerstone of Benedict’s wartime pontificate, enabling the Vatican to engage 
in the conflict diplomatically without alienating any specific nation and, by 
extension, its Catholic citizens. The Pope’s peace efforts needed to be oriented 
solely towards ending hostilities and preventing injustices, not using peace as 
an opportunity to expand the temporal authority of the Church. By seeking to act 
with impartiality and remaining devoted to ending an unjust war, Benedict set 
the precedent for the Church’s approach to war in the modern age. I will begin 
by outlining the context surrounding Benedict’s papacy with respect to Catholic 
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teachings on the morality of war and the political standing of the Roman Catholic 
Church in Europe during the late nineteenth century. With this context established, 
I will recount the actions of the Vatican and German Empire from unification 
through the beginning of the Weimar Republic. By showing his willingness to 
cooperate with the German Empire and uphold the Just War Doctrine impartially, 
I will argue that Benedict’s diplomatic actions moved Europe significantly closer 
to a peaceful resolution to the First World War. Though he was ultimately unable 
to facilitate this peace, Benedict used his office to criticize unjust military actions 
and seek an expedient and negotiated end to the conflict rather than promoting 
a solely pro-Catholic foreign policy, legitimizing the Vatican’s role in secular 
diplomacy.

Benedict was influenced by Catholic doctrine in determining the greatest 
threats to peace and human dignity. The Catholic Church has never been 
opposed to war in all cases, regarding war as “a rational and moral activity when, 
like police action, it is governed by rules justifying the resort to violence and the 
nature of the violent force.”1 The history of the Catholic Just War Doctrine traces 
its roots to St. Augustine of Hippo, who viewed war as a form of punishment 
against another nation, justifiable only as a “defense of the peace against serious 
injury...with mercy for the vanquished.”2 St. Thomas Aquinas echoed Augustine’s 
sentiments in the Summa Theologica. Sixteenth century Catholic philosophers in 
the School of Salamanca refined Augustine’s and Aquinas’ theories, defining the 
conditions of a just war as, “(1) war must be declared by a legitimate authority; 
(2) for a just cause; (3) it must be fought as a last resort; (4) fought with a right 
intention; (5) in the proper manner, i.e., without the destruction of the innocent.”3 
Additionally, the school considered “the collective and intentional affecting of 
death and destruction in response to ‘injurious actions’ of other kinds” to be an 
“offensive” or “aggressive” form of war.4 

Considering the First and Second World Wars, Pope St. John Paul II 
expanded on the Just War Doctrine to account for the increased destructive 
power of modern warfare, writing,

1. John A. Coleman, and Kenneth R. Himes, “Pacifism and the Just War Tradition in Roman Catholic Social 
Teaching,” in One Hundred Years of Catholic Social Thought: Celebration and Challenge (Maryknoll, NY: 
Orbis, 1991), 330.
2. R.A. McCormick, “Morality of War,” in New Catholic Encyclopedia (Palatine, IL: Jack Heraty & Associates, 
1981), 803.
3. McCormick, “Mortality of War.”
4. McCormick, “Mortality of War.”
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The gravity of such a decision makes it subject to rigorous conditions of 
moral legitimacy. At one and the same time: the damage inflicted by the 
aggressor on the nation or community of nations must be lasting, grave, 
and certain; all other means of putting an end to it must have been shown 
to be impractical or ineffective; there must be serious prospects of success; 
the use of arms must not produce evils and disorders graver than the evil 
to be eliminated.5

John Paul’s Catechism further states that moral law does not change in times 
of war, and the outbreak of war “does not mean that everything becomes licit 
between the warring parties” and “non-combatants, wounded soldiers, and 
prisoners must be respected and treated humanely.”6

In addition to the Just War Doctrine, Benedict was influenced by the papal 
precedent set by Pope Pius IX, the first “prisoner in the Vatican,” following the 
secular Kingdom of Italy’s capture of Rome. This posed both practical and 
ideological problems for the Roman Catholic Church. Troubled by increased 
support for nationalist ideologies in Europe, Pius  published The Syllabus of 
Errors in 1862, defending the power of the Church. In this encyclical, Pius 
specifically denounces the belief that the Vatican has “erred in defining matters 
of faith and morals,” and has, “[no] temporal power, direct or indirect,” meaning 
the Pope should “reconcile himself, and come to terms with progress, liberalism 
and modern civilization.”7 He also challenges the moral authority of government 
by criticizing the belief that “the State, as being the origin and source of all 
rights, is endowed with a certain right not to be circumscribed by any limits,” and 
further criticizes the common view that any unjust act “inflicts no injury on the 
sanctity of right,” so long as this injustice is seen as successful by some practical 
metric.8 The Syllabus of Errors denounces additional beliefs prevalent in late 
nineteenth century Europe, many of which were upheld by the German Empire 
under Chancellor Otto von Bismarck. At its core, The Syllabus of Errors was an 

5. Catechism of the Catholic Church, 2nd ed. (Vatican City: Vatican Press, 1997), 2309. 
Note: The Catechism of the Catholic Church (CCC) should not be taken as a primary source document. 
The CCC was published by Pope John Paul II in 1992 as a compendium of the Church’s teachings on 
moral philosophy and theology. As this would not have been available to Benedict XV, similarities between 
Benedict’s actions and the CCC should not be taken to mean Benedict was following Church doctrine, but 
rather taken as an endorsement of his actions with respect to doctrine present both before and after his 
pontificate.
6. Catechism of the Catholic Church, 2312, 2313.
7. Pius IX, The Syllabus of Errors, encyclical letter, EWTN website, December 8, 1864, https://www.ewtn.
com/catholicism/library/syllabus-of-errors-9048, sec. 23, 24, 80.
8. Pius IX, The Syllabus of Errors, sec. 39, 61.
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assertion of the Vatican’s place as the dominant moral authority in Europe. During 
the First Vatican Council of 1869-1870, Church officials contextualized war in 
terms of Pius IX’s concerns, writing, “the spirit of irreligion and forgetfulness of 
law in international affairs open an altogether readier way for the beginning of 
illegal and unjust wars, or rather hideous massacres spreading far and wide.”9 
Pius IX’s successors, most notably Pope St. Pius X, vehemently defended this 
stance against modern approaches to warfare. Benedict was the first Pope to 
prove that the Vatican could remain relevant yet morally respected in temporal 
matters of the modern age.

In addition to contributing to the success of European nationalism, the 
loss of Rome and surrounding Papal States marked the end of the Vatican as 
a sovereign political entity. Despite this, the Roman Catholic Church retained 
influence through the loyalty of Catholic monarchs and politicians. Additionally, 
papal ambassadors known as nuncios maintained diplomatic connections 
between secular states and the Holy See. Benedict’s predecessor, Pius X, 
is reported to say, “the only monarch with whom I can intervene is Emperor 
Francis Joseph...I cannot do so, because the war Austria-Hungary is fighting 
is a just war,” suggesting the Vatican had substantial influence within the Dual 
Monarchy.10 This monarchial influence ended with Francis Joseph, being the 
only Catholic monarch in Europe with any meaningful power. For his pursuit 
of peace to be successful, Benedict needed to win influence within Protestant 
and secular nations. Within the German Empire, politicians such as Matthias 
Erzberger and other members of the pro-Catholic Zentrumspartei (Center Party) 
proved influential in pressuring the German government to abandon anti-Catholic 
legislation in the 1870’s and accept the Vatican’s aid in pursuing a negotiated 
peace during the First World War. While the Vatican was stripped of any sense of 
national sovereignty, it was not completely powerless in a time of war.

Despite prevalent anti-Catholic sentiments in Germany and pro-Catholic 
sentiments in Austria-Hungary, Benedict limited his praises and condemnations to 
issues causally related to wartime injustices and the pursuit of peace. In Germany, 
the establishment of a Prussian-led Protestant state was not viewed favorably by 
the Vatican. The subsequent anti-Catholic legislation under Bismarck, known as 
the Kulturkampf (Conflict of Culture), only contributed to the further breakdown 

9. Coleman and Himes, “Pacifism and the Just War Tradition in Roman Catholic Social Teaching,” 331.
10. Engel-Janosi, Friedrich. “The Roman Question in the First Years of Benedict XV.” The Catholic Historical 
Review 40, no. 3 (1954): 270, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25015747.
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of diplomatic ties between the two states. As a result, Benedict held anti-German 
sentiments which are made clear by his official actions and writings. In Austria-
Hungary, the Revolutions of 1848 and Italian Unification of 1860 left the empire 
as the sole major European power ruled by a Catholic monarch, leading to closer 
diplomatic ties with the Vatican. Benedict’s official actions as Pope, however, 
were not influenced by a pro-Austrian and anti-German bias. The Pope’s 
criticisms of Germany were limited and legitimate, especially considering the 
German state’s commitment to a morally bankrupt war doctrine. Though he did 
not directly condemn the Austro-Hungarian Empire’s injurious declaration of war 
against Serbia, Austria-Hungary was not the only combatant nation fighting an 
unjust war. Benedict held inherent biases towards Austria-Hungary and against 
the nationalist states of Germany and Italy, but did not allow these biases to 
influence his impartial treatment of the respective states. 

Following the establishment of the German Empire, Berlin and the Vatican 
considered each other a threat, given the inclusion of Bavaria, the Rhineland, 
and Alsace-Lorraine in the new Protestant-led German state. For Bismarck, 
this influx of Catholic Germans had the potential to destabilize national unity 
on the basis of religion. Additionally, the presence of an “independent moral 
authority beyond [Germany’s] borders” was a threat to German nationalism.11 For 
the Pope, the governance of a Catholic populace by a Protestant authority both 
posed a threat to the religious liberties of German Catholics and challenged the 
Vatican’s authority in ecclesiastical matters within Germany. The worries of both 
parties came true, with Bismarck enacting a series of anti-Catholic laws within a 
few years of unification. This was known as the Kulturkampf, and addressed the 
religious rift by encouraging Germans to prove their loyalty by putting “fatherland 
ahead of faith.” The Kulturkampf began with the German state obstructing the 
removal of Catholic professors who refused to teach the infallibility of Catholic 
doctrine, eventually escalating to the German state regulating private Catholic 
schools. The Society of Jesus, a Holy Order focused on promoting Catholic 
education and preventing the spread of Protestantism, was subsequently barred 
from missionary work in Germany.12 Bismarck’s attack on Catholic education 
was fueled by the belief that schools and universities “should be freed from all 
ecclesiastical authority, control, and interference, and should be fully subjugated 
to the civil and political power at the pleasure of the rulers, and according to the 
standard of the prevalent opinions of the age,” a belief directly criticized in The 

11. Dennis A. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy from 1914 to 1989 (London: Lexington Books, 2020), 17.
12. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 17.
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Syllabus of Errors.”13 Further assaulting the authority of the Church, Bismarck 
deemed civil marriage to be the only legitimate form of marriage, again following 
The Syllabus of Errors by proclaiming that authority over “matrimonial causes 
and espousals [belongs] by their nature to civil tribunals.”14,15 To Bismarck’s 
dismay, the Kulturkampf ultimately failed, with members of the Catholic clergy 
and laity opting to put “faith ahead of fatherland” instead of “fatherland ahead 
of faith.” This distrust of the Protestant state ultimately united German Catholics 
through the Zentrumspartei and strengthened their loyalty to the Vatican.16

 
Seeing the failure of his initiative, Bismarck abandoned the anti-Catholic 

legislation of the Kulturkampf following the death of Pope Pius IX. He did 
not, however, abandon the extreme German nationalism and militarism which 
prompted the laws. Nearly 40 years later, soon after the outbreak of the World 
War, Benedict criticized this extreme form of nationalism in his encyclical, The 
Most Holy. Addressing the outbreak of war, he states, “for ever since the precepts 
and practices of Christian wisdom ceased to be observed in the ruling of states, 
it followed that, as they contained the peace and stability of institutions, the very 
foundations of states necessarily began to be shaken.”17 This is not a direct 
criticism of Germany alone, but rather a general condemnation of European 
nationalism and liberalism in the same vein as The Syllabus of Errors and Vatican 
I. Where Pius IX had identified the errant beliefs dominating Europe, Benedict 
classified the bloody outbreak of war as a direct consequence of these beliefs. 
Benedict communicates the urgency of an end to the fighting, remarking that “the 
combatants are the greatest and wealthiest nations of the earth...provided with the 
most awful weapons modern military science has devised.”18 Though this could 
be interpreted as an attempt to reassert temporal power, the encyclical follows 
the Catholic Just War Doctrine and does not inspire support for the Vatican for 
the mere sake of expanding temporal power. Following St. Augustine’s teachings 
on the importance of mercy in a just war, Benedict expressed concern for any 
nation which was defeated “with refinements of horror” before any clear victor 
was evident.19 In light of this, Benedict’s condemnation of nations that put the 

13. Pius IX, The Syllabus of Errors, sec. 47.
14. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 18.
15. Pius IX, The Syllabus of Errors, sec. 47.
16. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 18.
17. Benedict XV, Ad Beatissimi Apostolorum, encyclical letter, Vatican website, November 1, 1914, http://
www.vatican.va/content/benedict-xv/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_ben-xv_enc_01111914_ad-beatissimi-
apostolorum.html, sec. 5.
18. Benedict XV, Ad Beatissimi Apostolorum, sec. 3.
19. Benedict XV, Ad Beatissimi Apostolorum, sec 3. 
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Papal States.20 In the opening weeks of the First World War, France was fighting 
a defensive war in line with the Just War Doctrine, as German aggression 
was “lasting, grave, and certain.”21 Lacking a government guided by Christian 
doctrine, however, France’s involvement in the war became less justifiable as 
focus shifted away from a defense of the homeland to the annihilation of the 
enemy. Thus, Benedict’s condemnation of secular nationalist governments held, 
even in a primarily Catholic nation.

In terms of acting against nations which prioritized “fatherland ahead of faith,” 
Benedict did not allow his foreign policy to be influenced by a hopeful expansion 
of papal authority in secular affairs. Regarding Germany, a nation which had 
made a direct assault on the ecclesiastical authority of the Church less than 
50 years before his pontificate, Benedict did not use the German entry into the 
conflict to regain temporal power. He criticized only the nature of the German 

20. Castillo, Papal Democracy, 16.
21. Catechism of the Catholic Church, 2309.
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state before Christian teaching can be taken as a sincere appeal for continual 
peace, not a means to reassert power over nations which had challenged the 
Vatican’s authority.

Germany was by no means the only nation denounced by Benedict in The 
Most Holy. Following the establishment of the Third Republic in 1871, France 
embraced secularism and anticlericalism in government, seeking to challenge 
the Vatican’s influence over the French people. Despite this, the Republic viewed 
the Vatican with some degree of favor, going as far as criticizing the Kingdom 
of Italy for attempting to nationalize Vatican museums following the fall of the 
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Under the Schlieffen Plan, Germany’s invasion of France would require 
moving their forces through Belgium, who remained neutral at the outbreak of 
war. When the small nation objected to this, Germany responded with invasion. 
Germany later resorted to unrestricted submarine warfare, sinking enemy civilian 
ships without warning. These actions, motivated solely by the pursuit of military 
success, were irreconcilable with the Catholic Just War Doctrine. The German 
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government, not the German nation itself. These criticisms were indirect, rooted 
in Catholic doctrine, and were applied to any state in violation of this doctrine, 
even France with its mostly-Catholic populace. 

Though Benedict would not directly condemn Germany’s nationalist 
government for contributing to the “suicide of Europe,” neither would he remain 
silent in the face of injustices committed by the Empire during the war. Most 
notably, the Pope would criticize Germany for its violation of Belgian neutrality 
and unrestricted submarine warfare. These criticisms were made in the spirit of 
impartiality due to the irreconcilable conflict between these German actions and 
the Just War Doctrine, the extreme differences in reception of Church statements 
between countries, and Benedict’s fear of discouraging combatant nations from 
approaching a negotiated peace.
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tradition of justifying a military action by its benefit to the fatherland justified this 
unrestrained warfare but stood antithetical to Pius IX’s The Syllabus of Errors, 
which implied “the injustice of an act when successful inflicts no injury on the 
sanctity of right” due to the State “being the origin and source of all rights.”22 This 
inherently negated the conditions of “just cause” and “right intention” proposed 
by the School of Salamanca. With respect to the violation of Belgian neutrality, 
Belgium had committed no assault against European peace which warranted 
correction through warfare. Therefore, Belgium should be considered innocent, 
and Germany’s invasion would bring about “the destruction of the innocent.”23 On 
a similar thread, Germany’s use of unrestricted submarine warfare threatened 
innocent merchant and passenger ships, nullifying any moral justification for the 
practice. The Allied blockade of Germany could be seen as an “injurious action” 
that justified unrestricted submarine warfare; however, as John Paul II explains 
in his Catechism, “the mere fact that war has regrettably broken out does not 
mean that everything becomes licit between the warring parties.”24

While Benedict denounced both the German invasion of Belgium and the initial 
use of universal submarine warfare, he did so with much caution. The extreme 
polarization between the Entente and Central Powers led to drastically different 
responses, as “both sides sought the Vatican’s sympathy in a war where every bit 
of support was needed.”25 Cardinal Pietro Gasparri, Benedict’s Secretary of State, 
held that “the violation of the neutrality of Belgium [was] contrary to international 
law” and an injustice which the Pope had already “[condemned] unequivocally 
[since] he had incontrovertible facts.”26 The Allies would criticize the Vatican 
for the five months between the invasion and this statement. Conversely, the 
Germans would take serious offense to this statement, claiming that Germany 
was, “the one belligerent power against which the Vatican has officially spoken.”27 
This polarization spread not only through the secular world, but the religious 
one as well, as nationalist sentiment grew among the clergy. Despite Benedict’s 
emphasis on the urgency of peace, French and Belgian priests and bishops 
often appended the line “on conditions honourable to our fatherland” to the end 
of prayer requests for peace from the Pope.28 In Germany, Catholic politicians, 

22. Pius IX, The Syllabus of Errors, sec. 61, sec. 39.
23. McCormick, 803; referencing the School of Salamanca’s just war theory.
24.Catechism of the Catholic Church, 2312; referencing Gaudium et Spes from Vatican II.
25. Stewart Stehlin, Weimar and the Vatican, 1919-1923 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1983), 
9. 
26.Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 45.
27. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 45.
28. John F. Pollard, The Unknown Pope (London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1999), 113.
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including Matthias Erzberger, took  issue with the increased number of French 
Cardinals during the war, despite the Vatican operating “within the bounds of 
normal ecclesiastical procedure under wartime conditions.”29 As members of the 
laity and clergy alike questioned the Pope’s actions or augmented his requests, 
the Church struggled to remain immune to the divisiveness of the conflict. The 
nationalist sentiment emboldened the war, hence, plagued the lower levels of the 
Church  — the very institution that sought to combat it. This situation emphasized 
the need for Benedict to remain impartial, as any hint of national preference 
would have magnified repercussions both inside and outside of the Church.

Though Benedict was willing to condemn Germany for the violation of 
Belgian neutrality, he refrained from condemning the British and French for 
their 1917 invasion of neutral Greece to open a new Bulgarian front. While this 
seemed to indicate  a preferential treatment of the Allies, Benedict believed 
such a condemnation would hinder the pursuit of peace. At the start of the 
war, the prospect of a negotiated peace was slim; thus Benedict focused his 
efforts primarily on humanitarian aid and preventing the escalation of the war. 
By the time of the Allied invasion of Greece, peace had become more plausible, 
with the Central Powers willing to approach the negotiating table. The Vatican, 
consequently, opted to make “private protests and generic public statements” 
in an effort to avoid dissuading the Allies from accepting a negotiated peace.30 
As this was a situational decision based on preserving a chance at a negotiated 
peace, and not based on preference towards the Allied Powers for their actions 
before the war, it can be taken as impartial.

When faced with the issue of unrestricted submarine warfare, Benedict and 
Gasparri denounced the German tactic as “essentially immoral [and] clearly 
contrary to established international law.”31 Though Germany considered 
unrestricted submarine warfare a justified response to the Allied blockade, this 
hardly aligned with the Catholic Just War Doctrine. Given this morally bankrupt 
justification from Germany, Benedict was wary of a papal denouncement of 
the embargo being used “to serve the propaganda interest of any nation’s war 
effort.”32 Gasparri also noted that “the Pope could not utter condemnations and 
denunciations which under the circumstances would be based solely on the 

29.Stehlin, Weimar and the Vatican, 7.
30. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 93-94.
31. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 121.
32. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 44.
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slanted accusations made by the belligerents.”33 Because of this, a denunciation 
of the blockade from Benedict would promote a German narrative which would 
legitimize unrestricted submarine warfare and work contrary to his pursuit of 
peace.

The extreme contentiousness of the two issues, Germany’s undeniable 
responsibility in these actions, and the negligible effect of denunciations on the 
pursuit of peace made the Vatican’s denunciations of Germany’s violation of 
Belgian neutrality and unrestricted submarine warfare necessary. In the case 
of Belgium, Benedict’s reluctance to make a statement condemning Germany 
led the Allied powers to suspect Vatican bias towards the Central powers. By 
refraining from denouncing nations unless their actions were grave and verifiable, 
the Pope protected the prospect of an early peace and avoided alienating nations 
by validating their foes, the consequences of which would be magnified by the 
inherent polarization between the Entente and Central Powers. In light of this, 
Benedict’s actions can be taken as impartial, prioritizing the pursuit of peace 
over any biases towards or against combatant nations. 

As Benedict failed to facilitate a negotiated peace by the end of the war, one 
could interpret his commitment to preserving a possible peace as an excuse for 
partiality towards the Allies. This seems unlikely, however, as the international 
community recognized the Pope as a major force for peace early in the war. 
In addition to organizing extensive humanitarian aid, Benedict sought to bring 
nations to peace on multiple occasions, through official Vatican publications, 
convincing the Central Powers to support a negotiated peace in 1916, and offered 
to serve as a diplomat for both Italy and Austria-Hungary on separate occasions. 
Despite its rejection from American President Woodrow Wilson, his 1917 Papal 
Peace Note influenced Wilson’s Fourteen Points. Being closer to facilitating a 
negotiated peace than any other diplomatic entity, Benedict’s decision to refrain 
from denunciations of the Allies in the name of expediting the end of the conflict 
is reasonable and justifiable.

Delivered on the first anniversary of the outbreak of war, Benedict’s Apostolic 
Exhortation, To the Peoples Now at War and to Their Rulers, would mark the 
beginning of Benedict’s “peace offensive,” where the Vatican’s foreign policy 
shifted from one of mere impartiality to an impartial pursuit of peace.34 Despite 

33. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 45.
34. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 117.
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pope).35 Despite Benedict “increasingly being seen by a variety of groups as 
a major force for peace,” he would be unable to make significant progress in 
facilitating a peace between Germany, Belgium, and France in 1915; a German 
Cardinal and French Monsignor both rejected Benedict’s request to forward his 
peace proposal to their respective governments, believing his compromises over 
Belgium and Alsace Lorraine would contradict the national interest.36 In addition 
to their reluctance to accept compromise, both sides had considerable grievances 
with the other, reported to the Vatican in hopes of gaining its support. Germany 
would direct its ministers in Rome to “make certain that the Allied Powers did nor 
gain the full confidence of the Papacy.37 This mass of complaints against enemy 
powers led the Vatican archives to be “bulging with ‘white,’ ‘grey,’ ‘green,’ and 
‘orange’ books” by the end of the war, a reference to the various books detailing 
a combatant nation’s diplomatic account of the conflict.38 

The desire of the major powers to win an absolute, non-negotiated peace 
motivated Benedict to avoid legitimizing the causes of any nation’s war efforts. In 

35. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 42.
36. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 118.
37. Stehlin, Weimar and the Vatican, 6.
38. Castillo, Papal Diplomacy, 42.
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being generally ignored by the combatant nations due to its impartiality, both 
the Entente and Central Powers criticized the Vatican for sympathizing with the 
other side. In France, former prime minister Georges Clemenceau would refer 
to Benedict as “le pape boche” (the pope of the krauts) while German general 
Erich Ludendorff would refer to him as “der französische Pabst” (the French 
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his 1915 exhortation, Benedict makes clear his view that the combatant nations 
engaged in a war with the goal of annihilating their opponents, calling them to, 
“lay aside your mutual purpose of destruction; remember that Nations do not die; 
humbled and appressed, they chafe under the yoke imposed upon them, preparing 
a renewal of the combat, and passing down from generation to generation a 
mournful heritage of hate and revenge.”39 Though the exhortation intended to 
cast a light on the consequences of engaging in an unjust war, it demonstrated 
the extreme pressure Benedict faced to remain impartial. Combined with the 
increased scrutiny of the Vatican’s actions due to wartime polarization, this led 
Benedict to, when possible, refrain from making specific denouncements in order 
to maintain diplomatic civility with both sides.

Benedict’s attempted peace in 1915 was a crucial step towards a potential 
negotiated peace, but he failed to make substantial progress in facilitating peace 
until the Central Powers accepted the possibility of a negotiated peace in late 
1916. The death of Kaiser Franz Josef in late 1916 and a political shift within 
Erzberger’s Zentrumspartei, beginning in late 1915, specifically contributed to 
said sentiment. In Austria-Hungary, the new Kaiser would “become increasingly 
anxious to negotiate his way out of the war in order to escape [the impending] 
collapse of the Empire.”40 In Germany, Erzberger began to realize the futility of 
the Empire’s war aims, realizing that “peace as the Pope had proposed would be 
to the Reich’s best interest.”41 He would lead his party to adopt this viewpoint, 
eventually convincing the German government to “[convert] the Bavarian 
nunciature into a Reich nunciature, since stronger ties with Rome would benefit 
Germany’s international position.”42 

With the Central Powers open to the Pope’s aid, the Vatican would appoint 
Eugenio Pacelli, then nuncio to Bavaria, as the nuncio to the German Empire 
as a whole. He would win the favor of Berlin, with one Prussian minister 
reporting to Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg, “Pacelli has shown himself to 
be friendly to Germany...during the time of Pius X, he sought to work in a fair 
and accommodating manner, as far as his strict subordination to his superiors 
allowed.”43 This cooperation between the German state and the nuncio allowed 

39. Benedict XV, Allorche Fummo Chiamati, apostolic exhortation, Vatican website, July 28, 1915, http://
www.vatican.va/content/benedict-xv/en/apost_exhortations/documents/hf_ben-xv_exh_19150728_fummo-
chiamati.html.
40. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 119.
41. Stehlin, Weimar and the Vatican, 11.
42. Stehlin, Weimar and the Vatican, 11.
43. Stehlin, Weimar and the Vatican, 14.
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Germany and the Central Powers to approach a negotiated peace supported by 
the Vatican. 

Unfortunately, the German peace note lacked substance. Benedict and 
Gasparri welcomed the note initially, but realized it contained “nothing concrete 
at all.”44 To avoid offending the Allied Powers, Benedict would not openly support 
the peace note. While unsuccessful in this attempt at reaching a negotiated peace, 
Benedict was making progress. Any  partiality against Germany, or willingness to 
directly denounce the state for more than the violation of Belgian neutrality and 
unrestricted submarine warfare, would have made such cooperation impossible.

Benedict attempted to fix the shortcomings of the 1916 German Peace 
Note, authoring his own the following year. Through Pacelli’s conversations with 
Bethmann-Hollweg and Kaiser Wilhelm, the Vatican and German leadership 
created a set of topics Germany would be willing to negotiate, consisting of, “[the] 
general limitation of armaments, [the] establishment of international courts, [and 
the] restoration of the independence of Belgium. Alsace-Lorraine and other such 
territorial questions were to be settled by agreements between the countries 
concerned.”45 Benedict used this to construct his own Papal Peace Note of 1917, 
which was described as “the first time during the course of the war that any 
person or power had formulated a detailed and practical schema for a peace 
negotiation.”46 

After the discussions between Pacelli and the German leadership but before 
Benedict sent his note, Bethmann-Hollweg was replaced by a more militaristic 
Chancellor loyal to General Hindenburg and General Ludendorff. The Kaiser’s 
influence within the German government would also deteriorate. Due to this 
shift in government, the German leadership abandoned the prospect of peace 
and reverted to militarism. This shift in leadership would ensure the failure 
of Benedict’s peace note, with Woodrow Wilson citing “the need to crush the 
power of German militarism” as the reason the Allied Powers could not accept 
a negotiated peace, barring “a change of regime in Germany in a democratic 
direction.”47 As the Vatican had warned years earlier, militaristic nationalism and 
the absence of a Christian authority had destroyed any prospect of peace in 
Germany. In short, “Benedict had overestimated the power of civilian politicians 

44. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 120.
45. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 125.
46. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 126.
47. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 127.
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like Erzberger, and underestimated that of the military.”48

While Benedict relentlessly advocated for peace as a means to end human 
suffering, Woodrow Wilson saw the facilitation of peace as a means for the United 
States and Allied Powers to gain diplomatic influence in the post-war global 
community. Wilson sought this reward for himself, believing the Allied Powers 
“should initiate the final movement for peace rather than that the Pope should.”49 
The staunch Presbyterian also harbored personal anti-Catholic sentiments, 
recently intensified by political quarrels with Irish-Americans during the 1916 
Election, which diminished his trust in the Vatican.50 A distrust of the Vatican 
would not rule out cooperation for all nations. In 1915, the Dutch prime minister 
would comment on the Pope’s diplomatic importance, remarking that, “this is [the 
regrettable] reality...we must work with [the papacy].”51 Rather than putting aside 
his anti-Catholic sentiments and cooperating with the most widely recognized 
force for peace at the time, Wilson would instead ignore Benedict’s pleas for 
mediation as he believed these requests to be “infringing upon his [own] self-
arrogated, exclusive right to bring World War I to an equitable end.”52 Though 
Wilson’s distrust of German militarism was warranted, his opportunistic view of 
peace and anti-Catholic bias created unreasonable obstacles to a negotiated 
peace beyond Benedict’s control.

Despite Benedict’s ultimate failure to reach a negotiated peace before the 
unconditional surrender of the Central Powers, the Vatican nearly achieved this 
goal through a pursuit of impartiality and unwillingness to dissuade the Allied 
Powers from approaching the negotiating table. Had the German government 
not returned to the Prussian military tradition under the influence of Ludendorff, a 
negotiated peace in 1917 would have likely ensued — even more so had Wilson 
abandoned his desire to be the sole arbiter of European peace. The Vatican’s 
similar treatment of the Central Powers, denouncing only the most egregious of 
Germany’s actions, would directly result in cooperation between Germany and 
the Vatican via Erzberger and the Zentrumspartei. Thus, the Vatican’s leniency 
with these powers could by no means be taken as impartiality. The pursuit of an 
attainable, early peace took immediate precedent.

48. Pollard, The Unknown Pope, 127.
49.  Dragan R. Zivojinovic, “The Vatican, Woodrow Wilson, and the Dissolution of the Hapsburg Monarchy 
1914-1918.” East European Quarterly 3, no. 1 (1969): 41; citing Wilson.
50. Zivojinovic, “The Vatican, Woodrow Wilson, and the Dissolution of the Hapsburg Monarchy,”  39.
51. Stehlin, Weimar and the Vatican, 9.
52. Zivojinovic, “The Vatican, Woodrow Wilson, and the Dissolution of the Hapsburg Monarchy,”  61.
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Benedict acted impartially towards the Germans during the conflict, but this 
does not negate any biases the Vatican held against the nation internally. After 
the end of the conflict, Benedict would publish a papal encyclical, In Hac Tanta, 
directed towards the archbishops of Germany. The encyclical was presented 
in May 1919, celebrating roughly the 1200 year centenary of St. Boniface’s 
first mission to the European continent. The encyclical allowed German 
churches and priests to celebrate the Mass of St. Boniface on additional days, 
authorized German bishops to administer papal blessings, and granted plenary 
indulgences for Catholics visiting German churches for these Masses.53 Though 
the anniversary was technically the 1203rd anniversary of Boniface’s mission, 
Benedict felt the end of the war would “commemorate [a] new era of Christian 
civilization” in Germany, parallel to Boniface’s establishment of Christian 
civilization in Germany.54 

Benedict also saw Boniface as “the representative of the Roman Catholic 
Church in Germany”, both during his lifetime and through his intercession.55 The 
Pope continued by appealing to St. Ambrose and St. Jerome, stating, “where 
the Church is, there is no death but life eternal [and this eternal life through 
the Church] depends on the dignity of the papacy.”56 Contrasting the anticlerical 
laws of the Kulturkampf, Benedict later claimed that Europe’s long history of 
conflict stemmed from a departure from the authority of the Pope. He urged 
the nation of Germany, and all other nations, to come back into communion 
with the Roman Catholic Church and “to be obedient to the [Vatican’s diplomatic 
authority].”57 The encyclical would also act as  an exhortation for the German 
Catholic Zentrumspartei, as Benedict had already begun to advocate for the 
maintenance of religious education in German schools, which he believed was 
“the basic pillar in the education of true Christians and good citizens.”58

In Hac Tanta reveals Benedict’s personal bias against the antebellum 
German state, as it compared the Protestant-driven anticlericalism of Bismarck’s 
Kulturkampf to paganism and celebrated a departure from it. As the war had 
already ended, this criticism did not create as much of a diplomatic shockwave 

53. Benedict XV, In Hac Tanta, encyclical letter, Vatican website, May 14, 1919, http://www.vatican.va/
content/benedict-xv/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_ben-xv_enc_14051919_in-hac-tanta.html, sec. 29.
54. Benedict XV, In Hac Tanta, sec. 3.
55. Benedict XV, In Hac Tanta, sec. 22.
56. Benedict XV, In Hac Tanta, sec. 19.
57. Benedict XV, In Hac Tanta, sec. 28.
58. Stehlin, Weimar and the Vatican, 49.
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as it would have a year earlier. Once the conflict had ended, Benedict was free 
to support the expansion of the Vatican’s temporal power in post-war Germany 
without jeopardizing European stability. Though Benedict could have supported a 
pro-Catholic, anti-Kulturkampf foreign policy before the war ended, he refrained 
from acting on these anti-German sentiments in the pursuit of peace. Considering 
this and his unwillingness to directly condemn Germany in all but the most 
egregious of violations of the Just War Doctrine, Benedict did not let his biases 
influence his impartial treatment of Germany. Additionally, Benedict was justified 
in attacking the militaristic and nationalistic German political ideals which had 
cost Europe an early peace.

The Pontificate of Benedict XV would take the first step towards the 
resolution of the “prisoner in the Vatican” dilemma raised half a century earlier, 
proving the papacy could act as  significant diplomatic power that provided 
fair, moral guidance and facilitated the pursuit of peace among nations. At the 
start of his reign, Benedict’s proclamations often fell on deaf ears, drowned out 
by the nationalist conflict between the combatant nations. He would try to act 
impartially, hoping to prevent the Church from contributing to the chaos. Despite 
holding anti-German sentiments due to injustices Bismark committed against 
the Church in the 1870’s, the Pope treated Germany no worse than the states 
which had come to the Church’s aid in her time of need. In addition to this pursuit 
of impartiality, Benedict would refrain from expanding the Vatican’s claims to 
authority in Germany until the end of the conflict. This approach would allow 
Germany to cooperate with the Vatican in the pursuit of peace. Though Benedict 
was unsuccessful in facilitating an early negotiated peace, the Vatican’s ability 
to maintain civil diplomatic relations with most Western powers while attempting 
to end a global conflict demonstrated the papacy’s relevance to the international 
community. Benedict’s policy of an impartial pursuit of peace reasserted the 
diplomatic authority of the Church in temporal affairs, setting the precedent for 
papal peacemaking in the modern age.
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